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Abstract—The indoor wireless communication in general, 

suffers from several challenges like, signal reflection, 

diffraction, and attenuation. With these problems, the 

error range is increased significantly and the accuracy 

will be lost. To address those problems, Mini Zone (MZ)e 

technique propos in this paper which aim to partition 

building into small areas lead to more simplicity and 

flexibility to assign suitable parameters for specific area 

rather than whole building. To do that, case study 

building separated to seven zone (A-G). Each zone has its 

specific characteristics related to its contents such as, 

objects, walls, windows and any types of materials in 
addition to the distance between transmitters and each 

zone. We took in account these specific parameters to 

estimate the correct position. 56 receivers (8 for each 

zone) and 3 transmitters deployed in the case study 

building. The Wireless Insite Package has been used to 

design the chosen building and measure the required 

parameters. The target position has been estimated 

depending on RSS and ToA methods The objectives of 

this study are to implement a dynamic system that has 

capabilities to estimate position under deference 

conditions like LOS or NLO with the same accuracy. In 
addition, study the suitability of TOA and RSS methods 

to estimate position. These objectives were done based on 

the proposed technique by decrease error in the whole 

system to an acceptable level to be (0.293502m). Also, 

the results confirm that the TOA method was better than 

RSS by using propos technique. 

 

Index Terms—Mini Zone, multipath, indoor localization, 

TOA, RSS. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, indoor localization technologies are 
emerging in our life, especially with smartphone 

applications and the Internet of Things (IoT). The main 

aims of new technol-ogies are to make our life easier as 

well as safer, so the position systems have been designed 

for this aim. The estimation of position is one of 

important applications of IoT, which advantageous to 

guide ourselves in airports, train stations, malls, and keep 

track of someone else. The electronic accessories 

proliferate and become a part of our daily life, so the 

position can be estimated by using mobile phones, 

laptops, tablets, wearable devices, or other smart devices. 

The Global Position System (GPS) is splendid in outdoor 

environment but indoor environment is different, so the 

GPS doesn’t work so good [1, 2]. The concept widely 

uses for indoor localization is Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) 

like in [3-6] or Wi-Fi-finger-print for more accuracy [7-9]. 

Furthermore, in indoor environments, millimeter-wave 

also has been used to deal with the Fifth Generation (5G) 
as a future of communication [10-13]. In addition, Time 

of Arrival (ToA) [14], Angle of Arrival (AoA) [15], 

Direction of Arrival (DoA) [1], and Received Signal 

Strength (RSS) [16, 17], are also used as a prefer 

techniques individually or as a combination for position 

localization. All these methods estimate the distance 

between known Reference Points (RPs) and unknown 

targets, where the RPs could be Access Points (APs) or 

anchor point. The position obtained depending on 

methods like trilateration or triangulation [1, 16]. 

However, there are many limitations and constraint which 
restricted the reliability and accuracy such as, huge 

multipath and wide band of noise emitted from other 

wireless communication system and electric devices. The 

researchers and developers have been tried to reduce 

error as possible like the authors in [18] tried to estimated 

position rely on smartphone, where they used group of 

volunteers in the experiment, and by using particle filter 

had been proposed. They reduce the error in the (PDR) 

method and the effect of regressive RSS. The None Line 

of Sight (NLoS) is the main challenge of indoor position 

location, so that, the authors in [19-21], attempt to 

address such problem using ToA synchronization. 
However, many authors in [14, 15] and [22-24], focus on 

the mathematical side to estimate locations for indoor 

environments. Instead, there are several aspects that 

should focus on, such as, the structure of building and the 

state of propagation in each part of building which used 

as case study in the current research. In this paper, we 

will study the signal characteristics inside building,  
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taking in to account conductivity and permittivity for 

each material used in design to simulate real life. Also, 

we propose MZ technique to reduce error and mitigate 

the regressive RSS and NLoS impact. To implement 

propose technique, case study building is separated into 

seven zones. The aim of this separation is to select a 

specific parameter for each zone according to its structure 

to enhance the reliability which leads to better accuracy 

of localization. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

There are many localization systems constructed based 

on a number of methods. In this section will focus on 

TOA and RSS methods to deal with our study. The 

authors in [3] carried out a positioning system to 

correspond with indoor environments. such a system was 

constructed based on Wi-Fi technologies. The selection 

of this kind of wireless communications because it is 

supported by the smart-phones in addition to other 

devices. Practically, to implement such a system there are 

two scenarios in the system. The first scenario is collects 

the data and stores it in the database. This database plays 
the main role to be reference values in the whole building. 

The second scenario is the real-time measurements when 

the targets move inside interested area. To tracking of 

targets into building, the reference points was determined 

previously use to find targets location. After apply their 

proposal, the results show high effeteness on 

measurements leads to a highly accurate system. The 

authors in [4] implemented an indoor positioning system 

by using Wi-Fi technology. To do that path loss 

propagation was used to measure the required distance. 

The distance should measure between the known points 
called reference points and the targets. They suggested 

the trilateration method to estimate the final estimation 

based on the distance was measured. The authors in [5] 

have been constructed localization system based on the 

Wi-Fi approach. One of several methods to improve 

localization especially in indoor environments is deep 

learning. Basically, in localization, there is an online 

phase in addition to the offline phase. In the offline phase, 

there is a database built based on RSS measurements. 

According to that, they built fingerprint data based on a 

couple of algorithms, cross-entropy, in addition, to mean 

squared. In the online phase, the algorithm matching the 
real measurements with a database to adopt those 

measure-ments. The optimum measurements obtained 

after enhan-cements using the database show a significant 

decrease in error, therefore, the system will be more 

accurate based on the proposed algorithm compared with 

previous wo-rk. The high compatibility and frequency of 

availability encouraged the authors in [6] to use the Wi-Fi. 

The other thing encouraged them is the ability of 2.4GHZ 

frequency to propagate into building even with a lot of 

walls and objects. Three access points were deployed in 

the interested area to estimate the location of the target. 
By using method like trilateration, final location can be 

estimate. The obtained results show better performance.  

The authors in [14] implemented a localization system 

based on TOA for a smartphone. The concept of the 

proposed system is constructed rely on a light-emitting 

diode (LED). In this system, the smartphone recognizes 

the light in addition to sound waves that emits from 

transmitters. In this case, the measurements of Time of 

Flight (TOF) have been used to estimate position. The 

authors in this study applied their system using multi-

trilateration based on obtained measurements. The big 

challenge in estimate location based on TOA is 

synchronization, to address this problem, reference time 

which transmitted to synchronize with recoveries. At the 
same time modulated LED was proposed to alleviate the 

synchronization challenge. Furthermore, they examined 

the ability of VLC time synchronization in positioning. 

Finally, 100mm was the stander deviation in three-

dimension positioning in a dark room which is acceptable 

in practical aspects. 

 

III.  LOCALIZATION BASED TOA 

The idea by simple way is, there are a lot of targets 

inside building, these targets could be mobile or 

stationary, also, there are several reference points RPs 
which known position. The number of reference point 

depending on the method that used to estimate position. 

The significant important issue is, how to measure the 

accuracy distance between the targets and RPs. ToA is 

one of these methods to estimated distance between 

receivers and transmitters. Let consider x= [x y] T and xi= 

[𝑥𝑖  𝑦𝑖]
 T where x and xi are known and unknown position 

respectively. According to [1], the distance between 

receivers and transmitters denoted by di determine by: 

 

𝑑𝑖 = ||𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖|| = √(x − 𝑥𝑖)
2 + (y − 𝑦𝑖)

2  
𝑖 = 1.2. … . 𝑘                               (1) 

 

Where k, is number of receivers. Now if we assume the 

signal's transmitted time (tM) is equal to 0, then ToA 

denoted by 𝑡𝑖  can determine by simple way rely on: 
 

𝑡𝑖 =
𝑑𝑖

𝑐
  𝑖 = 1.2. … . 𝑘                        (2) 

 
Where c, is speed of light, ≈3×10^8. In addition, (1) is 

acceptable in ideal situation such as, with LOS 

environments and there is no synchronization error. 

However, with NLoS environments there is range of error 

so, according to [22, 23], with NLoS environments, can 

be written (1) as: 

 

𝑑𝑖 = ||𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖|| +  𝛽𝑖 + 𝑚𝑖                     (3) 

 

Where βi (m) is positive biases, (βi = 0) in LOS and 

(βi>0) in NLOS, mi is noise value. Although ToA is 

suffer from several challenges as mentioned above, there 

are some advantage as compared with other methods like 

the better performance in long distance [1]. To address 

some of drawback of ToA, a hybrid system which 

combine it with other algorithms such as RSS [23].  
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Where RSS is common used to estimate distance rely 

on path propagation as following [23-28]:  

 

𝑃𝐿(𝑑) = 𝑃𝑙𝑜 − 𝑏𝑖 − 10𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔10
||𝑥−𝑥𝑖||

𝑑0
+s          (4) 

 

Where Plo is reference path loss and measure in 

reference distance that recommended in one meter, γ is 

path loss which is different rely on environment around 

targets, S is normal random variable. In other hand, the 

receive power determine as following [21]: 

 

PRX =  PTX − 10γ log(𝑑) − 𝑆                 (5) 

 

Where PRX and PTX are the received and transmitted 

power respectively. With advantage of both RSS and 
ToA, the authors in [23], have been taken the advantage 

of one to address the problem with the other: 

 

(𝑑𝑖)
𝑅𝑆𝑆 = 10

𝑝𝑜−𝑝𝑖−
𝑏^𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
10𝛾                       (6) 

 

(𝑑𝑖)
𝑇𝑂𝐴 = 𝑑𝑖 −

 𝛽

2

𝑚𝑎𝑥

                        (7) 

 

When distance between references and targets is 

available then trilateration or triangulation methods use to 

estimate position [29, 30], as shown in Fig.1. 

 

 

Fig.1. Estimate position using trilateration methods 

Where 𝑑𝑖  determine by ToA or RSSI method and 

represnted the raduis of circle, the position of target is the 

intersection between three circles. In addition, there is 

other method of trilareration by using 4 transmitters or 

more to estimate the targets location by multi-trilatration 

for more accuracy. However, there are consederation in 

poistion systems  design sush as, number of transmitters, 

complixty and cos. To implement our proposal, TOA and 

RSS obtained by simulation software will discuss in next 

section. Therefore, there is ability to apply (6) and (7) 
based on obtaining measurements. But the applying will 

be supported by MZ technique to achieve better 

performance.  

 

 

 

 

IV.  CASE STUDY 

In this paper, case study building designed based on 

Wireless Insite Package. Such building is the campus of 

electrical engineering technical college as shown in 

Fig.2a. The selected area within such college is the first 

floor which is divided into seven segments. The deployed 

receivers are 56 (8 for each zone) with height of 1.5m in 

addition to 3 transmitters with height of 2m. The position 

of transmitters is optimized by trying three times and 

select the better one to alleviate the main cause of error 

such as, reflection, diffraction and signal attenuation. The 
RSS in first two positions was unstable or useless 

sometimes subsequently, the error range increase with 

regressive RSS. Third position as shown in Fig.2b., is 

better than first two positions in term of RSS stability. All 

these problems happen in NLoS environments as shown 

in Fig.3. The contents of case study building are 

deference from place to another such as, walls, doors, 

windows, and the type of each of material. According to 

that, the impact of material on signal propagation is 

deference from place to another. Therefore, case study 

building has been separated to seven zones (A-G) to 
select suitable parameters for each zone. The 

characteristics of transmitter's and receiver's antenna are 

illustrating in Table 1., with opera-ting frequency of 2.4 

GHZ. 

 

 

Fig.2a. Case study building 

 

Fig.2b. Mini Zones (A-G)
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Fig.3. Multipath propagation 

Table 1. The characteristics of antennas 

Antenna 

properties 

Transmitter 

Antenna 

Receiver 

Antenna 

Antenna type Omni-Directional Omni-Directional 

Input Power (dBm) 12 - 

Gain (dBi) 7.5 1.5 

E-Plane HPBW 10˚ 90˚ 

Waveform Sinusoid Sinusoid 

Temperature (k) 293 293 

Polarization V V 

Received Threshold 

(dBm) 
-140 -140 

 

In Table 1., there is ability in wireless Insite software 

to setup the required parameterise to deal with real 

antennas. Such parameterise is selected based on 

transmitters we used such as the input power is 12 dBm 

in addition to Sinusoid wave. 

The conductivity and permittivity for each material 

calculated depending on some parameters. According to 

[31], the conductivity denoted by (σ), can be determine as 
following:  

 

𝜎 = 𝑐 × 𝑓𝑑                                 (8) 
 

The constant c and d are illustrating in Table 2. The 

permittivity (η) is determine as following: 

 

𝜂 = 𝑎 × f b                                 (9) 
 

The constant a and b are related to each material used 

to construct the chosen building which are listed in Table 

3 [31].  

Table 2. The constant (c and d) that used in (9). 

Material type Conductivity Permittivity 

Concrete 0.0926 5.31 

Brick 0.1079 3.75 

Wood 0.0134 1.99 

Glass 0.0122 6.27 

Table 3. The constant (a and b) that used in (10). 

Material type a b 

Concrete 5.31 0 

Brick 3.75 0 

Wood 1.99 0 

Glass 6.27 0 

 

 

In Table 2., and Table 3., clearly noted the constants of 

some materials, those constants is standers values defined 

in [31]. Moreover, the constant b in Table 3., equal to 

zero therefore, all permittivity equal to constant a 

according to (9). 

By apply (8) and (9), the resultant conductivity and 

permittivity for 2.4GHZ frequency are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. The Permittivity &Conductivity for 2.4GHZ frequency 

Material type c d 

Concrete 0.0326 0.8095 

Brick 0.038 0 

Wood 0.0047 1.0718 

Glass 0.0043 1.1925 

 

V.  RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The obtaining results compared with the existing 

techniques using ToA and RSS. The proposed technique 

labeled as Mini Zone ToA (MZ-ToA) and (MZ-RSS). 

The main performance metric has been used is error 

distance defined as, ∈= ||𝑑 − 𝑑𝑖|| , where 𝑑  is real 
distance and di is estimate distance. Fig.4., illustrates the 

comparison between the two techniques mentioned above. 

The error has been improved to be (0.293502m) by using 

the propose MZ-ToA technique, while it was (1.026669m) 

using ToA only.  

 

 

Fig.4. The comparison between TOA and MZ- TOA technique 

 

Fig.5. The comparison between RSS and MZ-RSS technique. 
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In addition, the second technique has been improved is 

estimation position based on RSS. The comparison 

between MZ-RSS and RSS only is shown in Fig.5. The 

average distance error has been decreased by using MZ-

RSS from (1.026273m) to (0.339659m). 

The total area of case study building is (1946m2). The 

challenge facing us is the deference distance between 

receivers and transmitters in addition to structure of each 

area. These problems have been alleviated by separated 

zones and chose convenient parameters as shown in 

Table 5. 

Table 5. The selected parameters that selected& average distance error. 

Zone m S γ 
Average distance 

error(m) 

A 2 12.55 
4 

 
0.3357 

B 1.25 11.22 3 0.294925 

C 2.75 12.60 5 0.293363 

D 1.5 13.10 4 0.3253 

E 1.75 10.75 5 0.27235 

F 2.25 11 4 0.270275 

G 1 13 5 0.29805 

 
Where γ is path loss exponent can be assigned to 2 in 

LOS and 6 in harsh environments. The variable S is log-

normal shadowing between (2-14) assigned based on 

environments after trying many values to select the 

suitable value. Finally, m is random variable use in TOA 

method based on expectation error. By assigned suitable 

parameters for each zone, our system was more flexible 

to deal with every scenario and the results are fewer 

errors. 

Nonetheless, position of transmiters is senstive issiue 

in indoor localization. As shown in Fig.5., the RSS is 

unstable in posision one and two. However, position three 
is close from exact RSS. The regrisive RSS increse error 

range, so the position three is better one.  

 

 

Fig.6. The RSS in different transmitters position 

To confirm effeteness of propos technique, Table 6., 

listed the results obtained in [2] compared with our 
technique. The comparison confirm that the select of Wi-

Fi technology is prefer chose according to performance 

and availability. In addition, the authors in [2] selected 

two environments and the results show different 

percentage of errors between them. This problem solved 

in our technique by take in consideration the impact of 

materials for each zone leaded to close error in whole 

building. 

Table 6. Comparison between MZ technique and other work. 

Environments 

Average error (m) in distance (1-5m)  

based on RSS 

Wi-Fi BLE Zigbee LoRaWAN 

1 0.843 0.661 0.882 0.846 

2 0.486 0.844 0.911 1.534 

Overall 0.6645 0.753 0.896 1.190 

Average error (m) in distance (1-35m) based on propos MZ- RSS 

technique using Wi-Fi only in 7 environments 

0.335 0.294 0.293 0.325 0.272 0.270 0.298 

Overall 

0.298 

 

From Table 6., the average error in [2] was (0.664m) 

while our technique (0.298m). In addition, two 

environments in distance (1-5m) measured in [2], in 

contrast, our measurements were (1-35m) therefore more 

complexity in environments.  

 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a proposed MZ technique is used with 

each RSS and ToA in order to estimate the position 

locations of 56 targets deployed randomly in a selected 
building. Such building is simulated using Wireless Insite 

package with real dimensions to apply the proposed 

algorithm in order to show effectiveness for position 

locations. Three transmitters based 2.4GHZ are installed 

in a chosen place within case study building. The results 

show that a significantly decreases in error which 

measure as the differences between actual and estimated 

position are obtained using the proposed MZ combined 

with RSS and ToA. Also, the result illustrated that such 

error is improved from (1.02669m) using ToA only to 

(0.293502m) using the proposed MZ-ToA. In contrast, 
the MZ-RSS evolve the errors from (1.026273m) to 

(0.339659m) which confirm that MZ-ToA is slightly 

outperform MZ-RSS. The objectives of this study are to 

implement a dynamic system that has capabilities to 

estimate position under deference conditions like LOS or 

NLO with the same accuracy. In addition, study the 

suitability of TOA and RSS methods to estimate position. 

These objectives were done based on the proposed 

technique by decrease error in the whole system to an 

acceptable level. Also, the results confirm that the TOA 

method was better than RSS by using propos technique.   
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